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Abstract: Ultrasound Doppler techniques are widely employed in detecting the velocity of moving
fluids both in medical and industrial applications. Echo Doppler electronics systems include a highly
sensitive front-end suitable to processing the very low power ultrasound echoes received by the
transducer. Moreover, the front-end input bandwidth typically ranges between 100 kHz and 10 MHz,
which is the same frequency range where modern switching regulators work. Thus, the front-end is
particularly prone to the noise produced by the suppliers that power the board itself. Electromagnetic
interference (EMI) filters and spread-spectrum modulation of the switching regulator frequency help,
but the results are often not optimal, and unacceptable artifacts are visible in the Doppler spectrum.
In this paper a spread-spectrum modulation is proposed that concentrates the switching noise in
the low-frequency range of the Doppler spectrum (e.g., 0–100 Hz). This range is removed by the
high-pass clutter filter normally used in velocity Doppler investigations, thus switching noise and
artifacts are eliminated. The method is verified through mathematical simulations and tested in
measurements carried out with a research Doppler system. An example is presented in which the
artifacts present during the investigation of a 0.4-m/s flow in a 25.4-mm diameter pipe are effectively
removed by the proposed method.

Keywords: EMI reduction; switching power regulator; ultrasounds; Doppler measurement;
flow measurement

1. Introduction

Ultrasound Doppler is employed in several medical and industrial applications for fluid velocity
investigation. Clinical echographs exploit echo Doppler for acquiring important information about
how blood moves in arteries [1–3], and industries employ similar techniques for detecting the velocity
profile of fluids flowing in pipes. In this case, the final application can be, for example, accurate volume
flow detection or rheological fluid characterization [4–6].

The echo signal backscattered from the particles dispersed in the fluid (e.g., erythrocytes in the
blood or powders in water) is quite weak. This issue is particularly severe in industrial applications
where attenuating fluids or suspensions flow in pipes with large diameters. The ultrasound system
should be equipped with a very sensitive front-end receiver, which, in turn, is prone to pick up
electronic noise from the system itself.

Power switching regulators are widely used for their superior efficiency [7], but unfortunately
they introduce a high noise at the switching frequency and its harmonics. Moreover, the working
frequency range of modern switching regulators starts from hundreds of kHz and rises up to some MHz.
This is the range where ultrasound applications in fluids work as well [8], making their susceptibility
even more critical. If a Doppler system is affected by this noise, the Doppler spectrum (i.e., the
spectrum reporting Doppler frequency shifts related to the moving fluid) is affected by unacceptable
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artifacts. Filters are used to mitigate the problem [9], but, although they help, their employment is
rarely resolutive.

Spread spectrum techniques are widely used for controlling the noise produced by circuit
commutations, as well as being effectively applied for mitigating the noise produced by power
switching regulators [10–12]. In the spread spectrum approach, the power switcher is synchronized
to a frequency that is modulated according to a given temporal trend, which in most cases is
triangular-shaped [10]. The overall noise power does not change, but the spectral peak value is
reduced from being distributed over a wider range of frequencies. This technique helps an electronics
system to be compliant to electromagnetic interference (EMI) tests for certification, which require the
noise to be under a given spectral density distribution. A notable example is CISPR 11 normative,
which applies to industrial and medical equipment [13]. Electronic Doppler systems benefit from the
spread spectrum technique as well. However, as shown later in this paper, artifacts in the Doppler
spectrum can still be present even when power switching regulators are modulated through the spread
spectrum technique.

In this paper we present a spread spectrum method that exploits the particular features of Doppler
data processing for effectively cancelling the power switching noise in the Doppler spectrum. This
is achieved by synchronizing the power switching regulator to a signal with triangular frequency
modulation whose parameters are tuned to the Doppler investigation running on the system at that
moment. Thanks to the particular tuning, the noise is concentrated in the specific region of the Doppler
spectrum, which is removed by the clutter filter [14]—a high-pass filter normally used to cut the high
contribution of still obstacles (e.g., pipe walls) or slowly moving media (e.g., tissue around an artery).

The paper proceeds by providing a mathematical model of the switching noise and calculating
how it is modified when processed through the elaboration chain of the Doppler data. This model is
applied to the noise signal picked up by the sensitive input of a Doppler system in Section 3, where the
proposed method is described. Section 4 describes the method implementation in a Doppler system
designed for rheological industrial applications [15]. And finally, in Section 5, the method is first
verified with MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) simulations, then tested on the Doppler
system described in Section 4. A final experiment shows the effectiveness of the method with the
system connected to a flow-rig where a 0.4-m/s fluid is pumped in a 25.4-mm industrial pipe.

2. Mathematical Model of Switching Noise and Doppler Signal Elaboration

2.1. Signal Model of Simple Mono-Frequency and Triangular-Modulated Square Pulses

The noise produced by the power switching regulator is mainly due to the commutation of the
MOSFET switch. The noise can be roughly modeled by a periodic pulse synchronous to the switching
frequency, which can be fixed or can follow a specific profile like in the spread spectrum approach.
In this section, a mathematical model of the noise is calculated for when the switching frequency is
constant and has a periodical triangular trend in time. It is convenient to define the functions:

TRI(x) =


2x x ∈ ]0, 0.5]

2− 2x x ∈ ]0.5, 1]

0 x /∈ ]0, 1]

(1)

∏
T
(x) =

1 x ∈ ]− T
2 ; T

2

]
0 x /∈ ]− T

2 ; T
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] (2)

TRIp(x) =
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TRI(x− n); n ∈ N (3)
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RECTp(x) =
+∞

∑
n=−∞

(
∏

T
(x− nTm)

)
; n ∈ N (4)

TRI(x) represents a triangle of height 1 and base 1, and TRIp(x) is the periodic extension of
period 1; ∏

T
(x) represents a pulse of duration T, and RECTp(x) is the periodic expansion of period Tm

with duty cycle T
Tm

. Starting from Equation (4), a periodic pulse of constant frequency FM is simply
represented as

sM(t) = RECTp(FM × t) (5)

Let us focus now on the model of a noise modulated according to a triangular frequency trend.
The triangular temporal trend fT(t) of the modulation frequency is

fT(t) = Fm + (FM − Fm)× TRIp(FMod × t) (6)

where FM and Fm are the maximum and minimum frequencies, respectively, of the frequency range,
and FMod is the frequency of the modulation (i.e., the rate of repetition of the triangular shape).

A periodic pulse of instantaneous frequency f (t) is represented by s(t) = RECTp(
∫

f (δ)dδ).
Thus, the noise pulse modulated by a triangular frequency is

sT(t) = RECTp(∅(t)); (7a)

∅(t) =
∫ t

0
[Fm + (FM − Fm)× TRIp(FMod × δ)]dδ (7b)

where ∅(t) is the summation of the function fT(t) that is periodic of period 1
fMod

. It is convenient to
subdivide the summation into a part, ∅A(N), composed of an integer number N of complete triangular
periods, and another part, ∅B(t), that includes the fractional section of the last period:

∅(t) = ∅A(N) +∅B(t) N = INT(t× FMod) (8a)

∅A(N) =
∫ N

FMod

0
[Fm + (FM − Fm)× TRIp(FMod × δ)]dδ (8b)

∅B(t) =
∫ t

N
FMod

[Fm + (FM − Fm)× TRIp(FMod × δ)]dδ ;
N

FMod
< t <

N + 1
FMod

(8c)

where INT(x) is the lower positive integer value with respect to x. Since TRI(x) is a triangle of area 1
2 ,

it follows that ∫ 1
FMod

0
TRIp(FMod × δ)dδ =

1
2× FMod

(9)

And then, after some simple mathematical steps Equation (8b) can be written as:

∅A(N) =
N

FMod

(
1
2

FM +
1
2

Fm

)
(10)

Using Equations (8a), (8c), and (10), we have

∅(t) =
N

FMod

(
1
2

FM +
1
2

Fm

)
+
∫ t

N
FMod

[Fm + (FM − Fm)× TRIp(FMod × δ)]dδ (11)

Equation (11), substituted in Equation (7a), represents a model of the noise produced by the switching
regulator when synchronized to a frequency with triangular modulation between Fm and FM.
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2.2. Data Elaboration in a Doppler System

A pulse-wave Doppler system investigates the velocity distribution in a fluid by transmitting a
burst of ultrasounds of frequency FT every pulse repetition interval (PRI) [1]. The ultrasonic burst
travels in the medium at velocity c, and when it encounters a scatterer, part of its energy is reflected
towards the transducer. If the scatterer moves at velocity v, the echoes from subsequent transmissions
are returned from slightly different positions. Thus, they are affected by a phase shift. The echo signal
sampled at the same distance from the transducer and from subsequent PRIs presents a phase variation
that corresponds to the frequency fv described by the Doppler equation: fv = v

c FTcos(θ), where θ is
the angle between the direction of the ultrasound wave and the scatterer velocity, and the factor 2 in
front of the formula accounts for the back and forth path the burst travels between the transducer and
the target.

The weak echoes, possibly overlapped to noise, are received by the transducer, amplified, filtered
and sampled at rate Fc =

1
T c. The elaboration of a signal in a Doppler system is detailed, for example,

in [1]. In this section the elaboration is briefly summarized and adapted to the case of interest.
The switching-regulator produces a periodic noise signal whose harmonics sSWn = sin(2π fSWnt) have
the frequency

fSWn =

{
fSW0 n = 0

(n + 1)× fSW0 n > 0
(12)

The stream of sampled data is subdivided in PRI sections of length TPri = kM × Tc. This process
can be expressed by considering the signal sampled at time t = k× Tc + l × TPri, and stored in the
bidimensional matrix sSWn(k, l). The row index, k, ranges in 0 < k < kM, while the column index,
l, counts the PRIs. In this notation, the k-index represents the “depth” (i.e., the distance from the
transducer). Data sampled at the same k behave to the same depth, and thus are affected by the phase
shift described above, which can be detected by a spectral analysis along the l-index. Details follow.

It is convenient to express the harmonics in the complex form

sSWn(k, l) = ei2π fSWn(kTc+lTPri) (13)

where i =
√
−1. The signal segments stored along the columns of the matrix are coherently

demodulated [16] at frequency fd, which typically corresponds to the frequency of the transmission
burst. This operation is performed by multiplying the signal for the complex sequence e−i2π fdkTc and
then applying a low-pass filter with cut-off frequency fLP. fLP is typically adapted to the bandwidth
of the transducer. After the demodulation, the signal is

sSWDn(k, l) = W( fSWn)× A(k)× ei2π fSWn(lTPri) (14)

where A(k) is the incremental phase shift due to fSWn − fd, and W( fSW0) accounts for the
low-pass filter:

W( fSWn) =

{
1 | fSWn − fd| < fLP

0 | fSWn − fd| > fLP
(15a)

A(k) = e2πi( fSWn− fd)kTc (15b)

Note that A(k) depends only on the row index and has unity magnitude. The sequence in
Equation (14), read for columns (i.e., by varying the index l with the k constant), represents the original
noise harmonics of Equation (12) reported in a complex form, with the phase rotated by ( fSWn − fd)kTc.
In other words, the magnitude and frequency of the harmonics of the input noise signal sampled
along the l-index is not changed by the elaboration, provided that such harmonics are in the range
fd − fLP < fSWn < fd + fLP (i.e., they go through the low-pass filter represented in Equation (15a)).
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The elaboration proceeds by considering the data sequence along the l-index with the k constant
(in other words, the sequences that collect data from the same depth in the fluid). A high-pass
filter (anti-clutter) [14] is applied to the signal matrix along the l-index, then the data sequence is
processed for spectral estimation with fast Fourier transform (FFT) [17] or more sophisticated adaptive
estimators [18–20]. In the last step, the spectral power is calculated. The final spectral Doppler matrix
represents an intuitive picture of the flow profile in the pipe. Its rows report the Doppler shifts, which
are proportional to the flow velocity; the columns report the depths inside the pipe. The harmonics of
the noise, if present, produce annoying artifacts.

3. Method

3.1. Constant Frequency Noise

In the trivial case of constant switching frequency, the noise is effectively removed by the high-pass
clutter filter when the frequency and phase of the input signal are selected, so that its harmonics are a
multiple of 1/TPri (i.e., FM = K/TPri). In fact, in this hypothesis, the pulse Equation (5) is written as

sM(t) = RECTp
(

K
TPri
× t
)

K ∈ N (16)

The lowest harmonic has the frequency fSW0 = K/TPri, the others have the frequency fSWn =

nK/TPri. Used in Equation (14) it produces

sSWDn(k, l) = W
(

nK
TPri

)
× A(k)× ei2πnKl (17)

From Equation (17), we read that every harmonic sSWDn(k, l) represents a constant with respect
to the l-index, and thus is removed by the clutter filter as a direct current. Moreover, the condition
FM = K/TPri can be easily implemented in a digital system where the signals originate from a common
clock of period Tck:

TPri = NPri × Tck = > FM =
K

NPri × Tck
(18)

NPri is chosen to achieve the desired TPri = NPri × Tck, which typically ranges in 50 µs–10 ms,
then K is selected so that FM is in the working region of the power switcher. This is an easy task,
since FM can be selected with a resolution of, at least, 1/0.1 ms = 10 kHz.

Although this simple method removes the power switching noise from the Doppler image,
it assumes that the power switcher works at constant frequency FM. This is not the best condition with
respect to EMI compliance certification tests, so its practical usefulness is limited.

3.2. Triangle-Modulated Frequency Noise

From Equation (17) we know that a signal whose harmonics are a multiple of 1/TPri is canceled
by the clutter filter. The goal is to achieve this condition also for triangular modulation. The condition
is expressed by

RECTp[∅(na × TPri)] = RECTp[∅(nb × TPri)] ∀ na, nb ∈ N (19)

Thus, similar to the previous section, we aim to find a suitable relationship among the several
parameters present in Equation (11) and TPri so that Equation (19) is valid. The periodicity of Equation
(19) requires the TPri to be a multiple of the frequency modulation period. Moreover, the TPri should
include an integer number of pulse periods (although the periodic temporal lengths vary due to
modulation). These two conditions are formally written as

TPri =
N

FMod
; N ∈ N (20a)
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∅(TPri) = K∅ K∅ ∈ N (20b)

Using Equation (20a) in Equation (11) results in ∅B(TPri) = 0. Thus ∅(TPri) = ∅A(N) and the
constraint Equation (20) can be rewritten as follows:

TPri =
N

FMod
; N ∈ N (21a)

N
FMod

(
1
2

FM +
1
2

Fm

)
= K∅; K∅ ∈ N (21b)

In summary, the constraints in Equation (21) represent the relations among TPri, FMod, FM and
Fm that, when verified, allows the switching noise to be completely eliminated by the clutter filter
applied before the spectral analysis in the Doppler processing. Moreover, these constraints are
practically solvable with the typical parameter values used in Doppler investigations. For example,
with FMod = 10 kHz, TPri = 200 µs, and N = 2, Equation (21a) is valid; and FM = 2.0 MHz, Fm = 1.6 MHz,
K∅ = 360 solve Equation (21b).

However, the implementation of Equation (21) in a digital system, where all frequencies and
signals are synthetized from a common high-frequency clock, with period Tck, imposes further limits.
As we achieved for Equation (18), FMod is quantized to

TPri = NPri × Tck = > FMod =
N

NPri × Tck
(22)

4. Method Implementation in the Doppler System

4.1. Experimental Doppler System

The experiments were performed by employing an ultrasound system designed for Doppler
industrial applications. Details of the system can be found in [8,21]. Here, a simplified description is
reported for the reader’s convenience, with particular emphasis on power regulation and distribution,
since that part in involved in the presented work. Figure 1 reports a sketch of the power tree. The system
is powered by an external 12–24 V source that feeds the LT3507 [22] step-down switching regulator
produced by Linear Technologies Corp (Milpitas, CA, USA). The LT3507 includes three switchers that
can be synchronized between 250 kHz and 2.5 MHz. The switching inductors, capacitors and filters
are sized to work, nominally, at 1.8 MHz; however, variations of ±10% (i.e., between 1.6–2.0 MHz)
are acceptable [10]. LT3507 is employed to produce 5.5 V, 3.3 V and 1.8 V. The 5.5 V is further
filtered, reduced to 5.0 V by a low dropout (LDO), and used to power the analog section of the board.
This includes the most sensitive devices, such as, for example, the input low-noise amplifier (LNA),
the programmable gain amplifier (PGA) and the analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The other outputs
of the power switcher (3.3 V and 1.8 V) are used for the digital section of the board that includes,
for example, a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) of the Cyclone III family (Intel-Altera, San Jose,
CA, USA), a bank of SDRAM memory and communications devices. Several EMI filters are used to
reduce the switching noise of the step-down regulator conducted back to the main supply and forward
to the system sections.
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Figure 1. Simplified power tree of the Doppler system employed in the tests. The main switching
regulator has three synchronous sections used to generate the powers for the analog and digital parts
of the board. The regulator is synchronized by a signal from the local field-programmable gate array
(FPGA). Electromagnetic interference (EMI) filters and further low dropouts (LDOs) are used at the
input and outputs of the regulator.

The system features an input bandwidth from 0.1 MHz to 10 MHz, which is the typical range used
in ultrasound applications in fluids; moreover, the LNA and PGA grant a gain up to 55 dB. The high
gain and relatively large bandwidth make the input particularly sensitive to the noise.

The FPGA is in charge of the temporization of the system operations, the synthesis and the
generation of the PRI sequence, of the signal acquisition and of the communication to the host.
Moreover, the FPGA performs data processing in real-time following the steps reported in the previous
sections. In this work the FPGA was further programmed to automatically calculate the parameters
and generate the synchronization sequence for the step-down regulator as detailed in the next section.

4.2. Method Implementation in Hardware

The described method is implemented in the FPGA of the Doppler system, as sketched in
Figure 2. The FPGA includes a NIOS II soft processor that manages the applications. Based on the TPri
desired by the user, the processor calculates the integer NPri = 100·ROUND (TPri/Tck/100), where
ROUND(x) is the integer nearest to x. The desired TPri is thus approximated with the resolution
Tck × 100 = 1 µs, which is sufficiently high for the application. Please note that NPri is divisible by 100.
Next, the processor calculates FMod so that it is in the range of 10–20 kHz, and the condition in Equation
(21a) is verified. The cases listed in Table 1 are used for the selection of the modulation frequency.
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Figure 2. Method implementation in FPGA. The NIOS II soft processor calculates the Step, NPri, FMod,
Fm and FM parameters according to the reported constraints. Step, FMod and Fm are used by the ramp
generators to produce a triangular wave of period 1/FMod and range 0↔FM−Fm. The wave, added to
Fm, enters an accumulator module 100 M. The phase is used for the synthesis of the synchronization
pulse towards the switching regulator. The FPGA works with a 100-MHz clock.

Table 1. Selection of the frequency modulation FMod based on the NPri value.

1/NPri Range FMod

10 kHz < 1/NPri < 20kHz FMod = 1/NPri
5 kHz < 1/NPri < 10kHz FMod = 2/NPri
4 kHz < 1/NPri < 5kHz FMod = 4/NPri
2 kHz < 1/NPri < 4kHz FMod = 5/NPri
1 kHz < 1/NPri < 2kHz FMod = 10/NPri

0.5 kHz < 1/NPri < 1kHz FMod = 20/NPri
0.4 kHz < 1/NPri < 0.5kHz FMod = 25/NPri
0.2 kHz < 1/NPri < 0.4kHz FMod = 50/NPri
0.1 kHz < 1/NPri < 0.2kHz FMod = 100/NPri

Table 1 maps the ratios for the generation of the modulation frequency FMod to be used for TPri in
the range of 100 Hz < 1/NPri < 20 kHz, which is the frequency range used in the application of interest
for the employed system. With the multiplication factors listed in Table 1, the condition in Equation
(21a) is verified. In fact, NPri is rounded to 100 (see above), and thus is divisible by the 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20,
25, 50 and 100 factors listed in Table 1.

Once FMod is set, the processor calculates the minimum and maximum modulation frequencies Fm

and FM so that Equation (21b) is valid. These are approximated to frequencies 1.6 MHz and 2.0 MHz
as follow:

Fm = ROUND
(

1.6× 106

2× FMod

)
× 2FMod (23a)

FM = ROUND
(

2.0× 106

2× FMod

)
× 2FMod (23b)

The approximation is acceptable since the frequencies are not critical. The calculated values
produce a modulation index of about ±10% with a central frequency of 1.8 MHz, which is the
nominal frequency for the components (inductors, filter capacitors, etc.) used in the power supplier
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included in the system. Next, the processor calculates how much the modulation frequency should
be incremented/decremented for each clock cycle to generate the ramp up and down of the triangle
modulation: step = ∆FMod

TC
= 2(FM − Fm)/NPri. This is a fractional value, and in the mathematics of

the FPGA is represented with a precision of 10 fractional bits.
The Fm, step and FMod feed the ramp generator implemented in the FPGA fabric (See Figure 2).

The ramp generator increments/decrements its accumulator by step every clock cycle, thus producing
the triangle shape for the modulation in the range 0↔(FM − Fm). The ramp is added to Fm and
integrated in the phase accumulator, which applies Equation (7a) and, every clock cycle, adds the
input to the internal register. The accumulator works with a mathematics modulo 100 M (i.e., when
the accumulator values passes 100 M, the module is subtracted to the accumulator). When this event
occurs, a synchronization pulse is issued towards the switching regulator.

The circuit dedicated to synchronization, which includes the ramp generator, the phase
accumulator and the pulse generator, is implemented in the FPGA fabric of the Cyclone III FPGA of
the system with 97 adaptive look-up tables (ALUTs) and 34 registers only. Time closure was achieved
for the 100-MHz clock.

5. Experiments and Results

5.1. MATLAB Simulations

The signal models proposed in Section 3 were first verified in MATLAB. In the presented
simulations, both the simple constant-frequency and the triangle-modulated noise were tested.
For each of the two modulation techniques, two sets of simulations were carried out. In the first
set, the constraints in Equations (18) and (21) were not satisfied, so the presence of artifacts in the
Doppler spectral matrices were expected. These simulations are considered as reference. On the
other hand, the conditions in Equations (18) and (21) were satisfied by the second set of simulations,
where Doppler spectral matrices were expected to be free from noise artifacts.

Table 2 lists the parameters used in the first set of simulations. The Doppler system was supposed
to work with a clock at 100 MHz (Tck = 10 ns). The power regulator switched at 2.0 MHz, and generated
a fixed-frequency noise. The pulse repetition frequency (i.e., 1/TPri) was about 7 kHz, obtained with
14,286 Tck and corresponding to TPri = 142.860 µs. The demodulator worked at 3.8 MHz, and the
low-pass filter had fLP = 300 kHz. In this setup, the condition in Equation (18) was not met, since the
remainder of TPri/(1/FM) = 142.860·2.0 (i.e., it was not null).

Table 2. Parameters used in simulations when conditions for noise suppression were not met.

Parameter No Modulation Triangle Modulation

FMod - 14.0003 kHz
TPri 142.860 µs 142.860 µs
Fm - 1.6 MHz
FM 2.0 MHz 2.0 MHz
Fd 3.8 MHz 3.8 MHz
fLP 300 kHz 300 kHz
Tck 10 ns 10 ns

NPri 14,286 14,286

Figure 3A shows the spectrum of the noise in dB normalized with respect to its maximum. Four
harmonics are clearly visible in the lowest 10-MHz frequency span. The low-pass filter after the
demodulator allowed the passage of the frequency range between 3.5–4.1 MHz (see Equation (15a)).
This means that the fSW1 component of the simulated noise, placed at 4.0 MHz, passed through the filter.
The harmonic was sampled at 1/TPri, so, in the Doppler spectrum, it was located at fo = 3079.9 Hz,
where fo is the remainder of 4.0 MHz/( 1

TPri
). Figure 3B shows the Doppler spectral matrix (i.e.,

Equation (14)) after spectral analysis has been performed along the l-index. In the figure, the k-index
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is shown on the vertical axis (depth), while the horizontal axis represents the Doppler frequencies.
The spectral power is coded in colors with rising brightness (black, red, yellow and white) for rising
power. Figure 3C represents the Doppler spectral matrix averaged along the k-index. The amplitude is
reported in dB normalized with respect to the maximum. As expected, a noise peak is clearly visible at
fo = 3079.9 in both panels.
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Figure 3. Simulation of the noise produced by a switching regulator working at 1.8 MHz in a Doppler
system with TPri = 142.86 µs. (A) Spectrum of the noise as coupled to the input to the Doppler system;
(B) Doppler spectral matrix; (C) spectral density averaged over depths (k-index). The condition in
Equation (18) is not met, and a noise artifact is clearly visible at fo = 3079.9 Hz.

In the second simulation, the triangle-modulated noise was calculated with the parameters listed
in the right column of Table 2. The parameters were the same as used in the previous simulation, except
for the modulation frequency FMod and the modulation range Fm–FM. The modulation frequency was
chosen exactly twofold the 1/TPri value, thus Equation (21a) is verified. However, the modulation
range was between 1.6 MHz and 2.0 MHz, values that do not solve Equation (21b). An artifact noise is
expected in the Doppler spectrum, and Figure 4A shows the spectrum of the noise in dB; the vertical
axis has the same scale as Figure 2A to allow an easy comparison. As expected, the modulation
spans the noise over the frequency range Fm–FM and the amplitude is correspondingly reduced. For
example, the second group of harmonics, roughly located between 3–4 MHz, had a 20-dB attenuation
with respect to simulation without modulation. The set-up of the demodulator was unchanged with
respect to the previous simulation, so noise in the range of 3.5–4.1 MHz (see Equation (15a)) passed
through the filter. As expected, an artifact was present in the Doppler spectral matrix (Figure 4B) and,
correspondingly, in the mean spectrum obtained by averaging the matrix rows (Figure 4C). Note that
although the modulation reduces the noise peak in the radio frequency (RF) spectrum (Figure 4A),
a similar reduction is not present in the Doppler spectrum, where the peak reaches 0 dB as in Figure 3C.
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Figure 4. Simulation of the noise produced by a switching regulator modulated with a triangular
frequency between 1.6–2.0 MHz in an acquisition with TPri = 142.86 µs. (A) Spectrum of the noise as
input to the Doppler system; (B) Doppler spectral matrix; (C) spectral density averaged over depths
(k-index). The constraint in Equation (21a) is verified, but Equation (21b) is not.

The simulations were repeated by changing the parameters as reported in Table 3. In the
non-modulated noise simulation the FM was unchanged, while the TPri was slighted modified to
143 µs, verifying Equation (18). The RF spectrum of the noise (Figure 5A) was unchanged, but now
the noise in the Doppler spectrum was moved at Doppler frequency 0, as shown in Figure 5B,C
(the high-pass filter before the spectral analysis was removed just to better highlight the position of
the noise).

Table 3. Parameters used in simulations where the conditions for noise suppression were met.

Parameter No Modulation Triangle Modulation

FMod - 13.9860 kHz
TPri 143 µs 143 µs
Fm - 1.5944 MHz
FM 2.0 MHz 2.014 MHz
Fd 3.8 MHz 3.8 MHz
fLP 300 kHz 300 kHz
Tck 10 ns 10 ns

NPri 14300 14300
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Figure 5. Simulation of the noise produced by a switching regulator working at 1.8 MHz in a Doppler
system with TPri = 143 µs. (A) Spectrum of the noise as input into the Doppler system; (B) Doppler
spectral matrix; (C) spectral density averaged over depths (k-index). The condition in Equation (18) is
met, and artifacts due to noise are moved at frequency 0.

In the last simulation, the noise modulation was applied again. TPri was modified to 143 µs,
and the modulation frequency set to FMod = 2/TPri ≈ 13.986 kHz. The condition in Equation (21a)
was verified. We further changed FM = FMod × 144 ≈ 2.014 MHz, and Fm = FMod × 114 ≈ 1.594
MHz. Now Equation (21b) was verified by the values: N = 2 and K∅ = 258. Results are reported in
Figure 6. As expected, the RF spectrum is the same as in Figure 4A, but the noise artifact was moved
at frequency 0 in the Doppler spectrum (here the clutter filter was removed to highlight the actual
position of the noise).
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Figure 6. Simulation of the noise produced by a switching regulator modulated with a triangular
frequency between 1.6–2.0 MHz, in an acquisition with TPri = 143 µs. (A) Spectrum of the noise as
input into the Doppler system; (B) Doppler spectral matrix; (C) spectral density averaged over depths
(k-index). The constraints in Equation (21a) and Equation (21b) are verified, and artifacts are moved at
frequency 0.

5.2. Measurements in Hardware

The measurements presented in this section were carried out on the Doppler system briefly
introduced in Section 4. The measurements replicate the simulations presented in the previous section,
and were obtained by employing the same parameters listed in Tables 2 and 3. In order to maximize
the system susceptibility to noise, the input gain was set to its maximum of 55 dB, and the input was
open. Both the RF signal (i.e., the signal acquired after amplification but before any processing) and
the spectral matrices processed by the system were saved. Data were then reloaded in MATLAB to
produce the figures presented in this section. In these experiments the clutter filter (100 Hz cut-off
frequency) was active in the system and applied before spectral estimation.

The first measurements employed the parameters from Table 2 that did not verify the conditions
in Equations (18) and (21b). To set these parameters it was necessary to disable the automatic procedure
described in Section 4.2, where parameters were calculated by the application processor based on the
desired TPri for automatically verifying Equation (21). Thus, the automatic procedure was bypassed,
and the processor was programmed exactly according to the parameters of Table 2. The results are
reported in Figure 7, with the left and right columns for non-modulated and triangle-modulated noise,
respectively. Figure 7A,D shows the RF spectrum. A background white noise is visible in within the
bandwidth of the receiver (0.1–10 MHz). The background noise was set to a reference of 0 dB. With the
switching-regulator synchronized to the fixed frequency of 2 MHz (Figure 7A), the harmonics of the
switching noise are clearly visible at multiples of 2 MHz. On the other hand, measurements confirm
that triangular modulation greatly reduced the switching noise in the RF spectrum, as shown in
Figure 7D, where the switching noise is barely visible 2–3 dB over the background noise. Nevertheless,
a noise peak is clearly visible in the color-coded Doppler spectral matrices (Figure 7B,E) and in the
mean spectra (Figure 7C,F) in both non-modulated and modulated conditions. In these measurements,
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the clutter filter was active (100 Hz cut-off frequency), and produced the darker region in the Doppler
spectral matrices around frequency 0 and the corresponding amplitude reduction in the mean spectra.
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Figure 7. Measurements of the noise produced by a switching-regulator working at 1.8 MHz in a
Doppler system with TPri = 142.86 µs. (A,D) Spectrum of the noise as input into the Doppler system;
(B,E) Doppler spectral matrix; (C,F) spectral density averaged over depths (k-index).

The experiment was repeated with the parameters reported in Table 3, and the results are shown
in Figure 8. As expected, the RF spectra are similar, but the switching noise is not visible in the Doppler
spectral matrices (Figure 8B,E) and, correspondingly, in the mean spectra (Figure 8C,F), since it was
completely removed by the clutter filter of the system.
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Figure 8. Measurements of the noise produced by a switching regulator working at 1.8 MHz in a
Doppler system with TPri = 143 µs. (A,D) Spectrum of the noise as input into the Doppler system;
(B,E) Doppler spectral matrix; (C,F) spectral density averaged over depths (k-index).

5.3. Flow-Rig Measurements

For the last experiment, the system was connected to an ultrasound transducer placed on a
pipe with a 25.4-mm diameter [23]. The pipe was part of a laboratory flow-rig used for flow tests.
The transducer was angled by 30◦ with respect to the pipe axis. A fluid composed of demineralized
water with µ-metric plastic particles in suspension flowed in the pipe. These particles are used
to produce ultrasound scattering, and a pump pushed the fluid at 0.4 m/s. In order to rise the
susceptibility to noise, the transmission power was lowered so that it was necessary to rise the input
gain to the maximum of 55 dB. The system excited the transducer by 3.8-MHz bursts of ultrasound
every PRI, and processed the received echoes in real-time. The switching regulator was synchronized
with triangular modulation. The experiment was repeated with the right-column parameters of Table 2
(i.e., with the constraint in Equation (21b) not verified) and with parameters of Table 3 (i.e., with the
constraint in Equation (21b) verified). For this final experiment, the parameters where calculated by the
automatic procedure described in Section 4.2. The measured color-coded Doppler spectral matrices are
reported in Figure 9. In both circumstances, the system clearly detected the typical parabolic velocity
distribution that a Newtonian fluid develops along the pipe diameter [24]. However, it is confirmed
that when the constraints of Equation (21) are not met, annoying artifacts are visible in the Doppler
spectral matrix (Figure 9A), while when Equation (21) is valid, the artifacts are removed (Figure 9B).
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Figure 9. Doppler spectral matrices processed by the system when the power regulator is modulated
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6. Discussion and Conclusions

The spread spectrum technique is an effective method for distributing the noise produced by
switching regulators in wider spectral regions. The noise peak is consequently reduced and compliance
to EMI certification limits is more easily achieved. Unfortunately, switching noise can produce
annoying artifacts in Doppler applications even if spread spectrum is applied, as shown, for example,
in Figure 4. In this work, a method for the efficient removal of noise produced by switching regulators
is presented. The method is compatible with spread spectrum. In fact, it uses triangular frequency
modulation, which is widely used in spread spectrum implementations [10] and tailors the modulation
parameters on the specific Doppler application. The proposed method concentrates the noise in the
small region of the Doppler frequencies that is cut by the clutter filter normally employed in Doppler
applications. An implementation of the method in a Doppler system for velocity profile detection
was detailed and tested in experiments. Although tests are reported for industrial applications,
the proposed method can be applied to different applications, as in biomedical field [25,26].
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